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A B S T R A C T  

 
Aims: The aim of intensive care units of the hospitals is decreasing mortality 

rate and improving health of the society. This study was done with the aim of 

“studying and comparing the performance of intensive care units by 

determining mortality rate and finding its relationship with structural situation 

of these units”. 

Methods: This cross-sectional study was done during six months in 2011 in the 

intensive care units of educational hospitals in Hamadan. The study was done 

on 200 patients through convenient sampling in the intensive unit of Besat 

hospital and in two intensive care units of Shahid Beheshti hospital. Data 

collection tools included SAPS3 checklist that its validity and reliability were 

confirmed in different studies and a researcher-made structural standards 

checklist in three areas (human force, physical environment and medical 

equipment). The ratio of the actual death to the expected death (SMR: 

standardized mortality rate) was determined by SAPS3 and its relationship with 

the structural standard score was measured. For data analysis, Kruskal-Wallis, 

Mann-Whitney, chi-square and Spearman correlation coefficient and SPSS17 

software were used. 

Results: Based on the SAPS3 scoring system, the ration of the actual death to 

the expected death (SMR) was more than one in all the units of the study which 

means weak performance; in a way that SMR of Besat, Ghaem and Milad units 

were respectively; 2.29, 1.38 and 1.56.  Structural situation score of the units of 

the study were also less than 50% of the standard in a way that Besat, Ghaem 

and Milad units had respectively 48%, 45% and 41% of the structural standards 

scores. There was no significant relationship between structural standards 

scores of the units of the study and their SMR performance score (p=0.66). 

Conclusions: Performance score of all the three units was weak and regarding 

structural standards the mentioned units were less than moderate. It is necessary 

to try to improve structural standards and to decrease ratio of the actual death to 

the amount of death expected by managers, physicians, nurses and other staff of 

the intensive care units. 
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1. Introduction 
Intensive care units are the most important parts 

of every hospital; it is because of critical 

situation of the patients of these units. These 

patients need intensive cares for saving life and 

discharging without complications [1]. 

Intensive care units consume a large amount of 

hospital funding; they use at least eight percent 

of the total hospital budget [2]; so assessing 

quality and efficiency of the intensive care units 

of the hospitals is very important. High quality 

and appropriate medical and nursing cares need 

appropriate and standard structures [3].  

One of the most important problems in 

intensive care units is high workload of medical 

staff, especially physicians and nurses that 

compromise the quality of care, increase 

nursing and medical errors, prolong hospital 

stay and increase death [4-6]. 

According to the idea of Donabdian, medical 

services quality needs three main elements; 

structure, process and outcome that include the 

following points: 

1. Structure: includes physical features, staff 

and facilities (human force, environment 

and materials) 

2. Process: necessary procedures and steps 

for providing health services (diagnosis, 

treatment and nursing processes) 

3. Outcome or output: the effect of providing 

health services on the customers (results 

or effects of care and treatment processes 

on the patients) that include; survival, 

improvement, rehabilitation, improvement 

of life quality, satisfaction, complications 

and care cost [7]. 

Clinical outcome is the most important criteria 

for evaluating activity of intensive care units, 

the final result of nursing and medical 

interventions on the patients and an example of 

treatment staff performance. Clinical outcome 

includes three areas of survival, improvement 

(reaching to the previous mental physical level) 

and life quality that long-term survival is the 

most important one which is measured by 

assessing mortality rate [8]; so assessing 

mortality rate is one of the serious duties that 

does not only determine clinical outcomes but 

also evaluate the efficiency of medical and 

nursing intensive cares [9].  

One of the best performance indexes for 

comparing performance of some units with 

each other is measuring actual death of the unit 

with standard mortality rate by using disease 

intensity scoring systems [10-17].  

Considering different tools for predicting 

mortality rate of the patients in the present 

intensive care units made the researcher to use 

the most reliable and the last tools means 

SAPS3 that according to the present resources 

has priority over other systems. SAPS3 Disease 

severity scoring system had been used for about 

18000 patients in 320 intensive care units of 

American and European countries from 2002 to 

2005. Priority of this system over other systems 

has been proved and its validity and reliability 

have been achieved [13-15 and 18-21].  

In this new system, in addition to all the 

patient’s parameters, even coefficient for 

different geographical areas have been 

considered (Iran is among Eastern 

Mediterranean countries) [23-25].  

For assessing quality of medical and nursing 

care of critically ill patients and evaluating 

performance of intensive care units, it is 

necessary to do several studies with the aim of 

improving cares quality.  

There are several studies in this regard all over 

the world for measuring and comparing 

performance of intensive care units; also in 

Iran, there are limited studies in this regard 

which shows low quality of cares, high amount 

of death and low structural standards of 

intensive care units in compare with global and 

regional mean [26-30]. 

in Iran for measuring mortality rate  and 

performance of intensive care units, SAPS3 

system has been used rarely; it made us to 

compare performance of intensive care units in 

a study by using this reliable tool; this study 

had been done with the aim of comparing 

performance level of general intensive care 

units [or heterogeneous] of the educational 
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hospitals in Hamadan by using SAPS3 scoring 

system and determining its relationship with the 

present structural standards to take a step in 

improving quality of cares and performance of 

intensive care units. 

 

2. Method 

It is a cross-sectional study which was done 

from May to October in 2011 in general 

intensive care units of educational hospitals in 

Hamadan, including; intensive care unit of 

Besathospital and Ghaem and Milad intensive 

care units in Shahid Beheshti hospital, this 

study was done for  all the admitted patients in 

these units. Inclusion criteria included; 18 years 

old and above, lack of burns and no history of 

cardiac surgery in the patient [19].  

In this study two tools of SAPS3 disease 

intensity scoring system (global standard) and 

structural standards checklist of intensive care 

units which was a researcher-made form 

regarding aims of the study based on the last 

existing national and global standards were 

used after achieving their reliability and 

validity. 

SAPS3 includes three parts: 

1. Parameters before admitting patient (age, 

history of disease and hospitalization, 

previous infections…) 

2. Reasons of hospitalization in the intensive 

unit 

3.  Patient’s physiologic disorders 

This system totally includes 20 parameters and 

61 items and every item has a score, total scores 

includes SAPS3 score of every patient and after 

that they were in SAPS3 formula, the 

percentage of eventual death of the patient 

(expected mortality rate  ) is achieved. 

Structural standards checklist of intensive care 

units were designed in three parts including 

human force with 41 items, physical 

environment with 145 items and medical 

equipment with 39 items that their scientific 

validity or reliability were achieved by content 

validity method and by using views of the 

professors of nursing and midwifery college, 

anesthetists, and experienced nursing experts 

working in intensive care units.  

Also importance degree (weight percentage) of 

the checklist items were determined by the 

views of the professors, physicians and nurses 

working in the units of the study and the score 

of every part was calculated by considering 

weight percentage, in a way that from all the 

scores of structural standard checklist (843 

scores), human force, physical environment and 

medical equipment areas had respectively 175, 

510 and 158 scores. 

Scientific validity or reliability of the structural 

standards checklist was achieved through inter-

observers reliability method, in a way that 

direct observation technique was used by some 

observers independent land the agreement 

degree (correlation coefficient) between results 

of the observers was calculated by the help of 

Kuder Richardson correlation coefficient 

(human force p=0.95, physical environment 

p=0.99 and medical equipment p=0.96). 

Data collection from the documented 

information in the file of the patients with 

inclusion criteria was done during the first hour 

of patient’s admission in intensive care unit 

with daily resort of the researcher and after 

completing SAPS3 form for every patient, 

percentage of eventual death of the 

patient was calculated and documented 

according to the related formula, then in the end 

of every stage, the mean of expected death 

percentage of all the patients of the study was 

achieved and it was compared with actual 

(observed) mortality rate  of the unit and based 

on the SAPS3 system, SMR (standardized 

mortality rate) (ratio of the actual death to the 

expected death) of the intensive care units was 

calculated and it was used as the performance 

criteria of the unit and an index for comparing 

performance of some units with each other 

[10,18,22,25]. 

Data collection related to the structural 

standards was done by the presence of the 

researcher and direct observation of the 

structural cases and completing its checklist in 

intensive care units, in different shifts and the 
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total score of structural standards of the units 

was calculated. Ethical observations were met 

in this study and it has achieved medical ethics 

committee approval. Also the collected 

information is only for providing some 

suggestions in order to improve care quality 

and performance of the units of the study. 

Data analysis was done by using descriptive 

statistic and Kruskal Wallis and Mann-Whitney 

non-parametric statistical tests in the 

environment of SPSS17 software and also chi-

square statistical test was used for assessing the 

status of data frequency and Spearman 

correlation coefficient was used for assessing 

probable relationship between death of the 

patients of the units and the status of the 

structural standards of the units. 

 

3. Results 

According to the achieved results in terms of 

gender frequency distribution, most of the 

patients in the units of the study (64.5%) were 

male and in terms of age frequency distribution, 

patients’ age in Besat unit was less than the 

patients’ age in Ghaem and Milad units, the 

highest percentage (38%) of the patients in 

Besat unit were in the age range of less than 

forty years old. 

The scores mean of SAPS3 of the patients in 

Besat, Milad and Ghaem units were 

respectively 61,62 and 68 , according to these 

scores Ghaem unit had the highest percentage 

of patients’ death (50.8) and Besat unit had the 

lowest (39.3) and statistical test showed 

significant difference among them (p=0.02). 

Regarding the actual mortality rate of the 

patients of the study, actual death percentage of 

the patients hospitalized in Besat unit was 90% 

which was more than other units of the study. 

There was significant difference between 

expected and observed deaths of the units 

(p=0.01).  

Expected mortality rate  of Besat unit was less 

than other units, it is while its actual mortality 

rate  was more than other units, so the amount 

of performance score of Besat unit has been 

more than other units (2.29) which means its 

lower performance score in compare with other 

units (table 1). 

Regarding structural standards score of the 

intensive care units of the study, totally Besat 

unit had the highest structural standards score 

(405 scores or 48% of the total score), in three 

areas of structural standards in compare with 

other units (Table 2). 

Finally, there was no significant relationship 

between structural standard scores of the units 

of the study and their performance score 

(p=0.66), in another word increase of structural 

standard score did not cause increase or 

decrease of performance score (Table 2). 

 

4. Discussion 

Totally performance of all the three units was 

weak. Performance of Ghaem intensive care 

unit was closer to global standards and was 

better than Milad and Besat intensive care units. 

The amount of actual death of all the units was 

 

Table 1: eventual and actual death percentage and SMR level in intensive care units of the study. 

unit Patients’ 

SAPS3 score  

Patients’ eventual 

death percentage
 

Patients’ actual 

death percentage 

Ratio of actual death to the 

expected death 

Besat intensive care  15±61 24±39.3 90 2.29 

Ghaem intensive care  14±68 23±50.8 70 1.38 

Milad intensive care 11±62 19±41.7 65 1.56 
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more than the expected mortality rate. Besat 

intensive care unit with 39% expected death 

showed the weakest performance according to 

SAPS3 disease intensity scoring system and 

90% actual death of the patients during six 

months of the study.  

Mourno et al. in a study which was done in 

intensive care units of different countries of the 

world (2005) achieved global and regional 

mean of performance score of intensive care 

units that its mean in the Mediterranean region 

was about one, while in our study, performance 

score of intensive care units was more than 

global and regional mean which can be due to 

weak performance of the units of the study 

[13]. 

In the case of low performance score of the 

units of the study, it seems that different factors 

are important, such as shortage of human force. 

In all the units of the study, the ratio of human 

force in compare with the number of the 

patients was less than standard, shortage of 

specialist physician of intensive care unit and 

specialist nurse of intensive care unit and other 

required staff of the unit were clear. Specialist 

physicians of intensive care units and educated 

nurses of intensive unit can improve the patient 

and decrease mortality rate by in time diagnosis 

and treatment of the critically ill patients.  

The study of Pronavast et al. (1999) in intensive 

care units indicate that lack of a resident full-

time physician, lack of special expertise in 

more than 50% of on-call physicians, lack of 

doing special rounds by the physicians, 

decrease of the ratio of the nurse to patient to 

less than one to two and lack of monthly 

evaluation of the unit performance cause 

increase of patients’ death and thirty percent 

increase of hospitalization time [31]. 

The study of Broun and Sullivan (1989) shows 

that by changing physicians of intensive unit to 

specialist of intensive care units in Canada 

hospitals and their full-time presence along 

with doing daily rounds by the help of staff 

make 50% decrease of death of the unit patients 

[32]. 

During a review systematic study by Ralf et al. 

on thirteen articles from 1983 to 2005 with the 

title of the effect of specialization and 

achieving specific skills on improvement of the 

outcomes in intensive care units following 

points were achieved: changing physicians of 

general intensive care unit from internist to 

specialist of intensive care unit (having special 

board) caused 23% decrease of death and 20% 

decrease of hospitalization time and increased 

knowledge of the intensive care staff and full-

time presence of intensive specialist along with 

 

Table 2: Comparing the situation of structural standards and the ratio of actual death to the expected death of 

the intensive care units of the study 

 

Intensive care 

unit 

Structural standard percentage  
SM

R 

Correlation 

coefficient 
Human 

force  
Physical environment  

Medical 

equipment  
total 

Besat 64 39 59 48 29.2 

p=0.66 

r=0.5 

Ghaem 59 39 46 45 38.1 

Milad 52 36 44 41 56.1 
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daily rounds with the physicians and staff and 

nurses’ educational discussions decreased 

patients’ death to 50% [33].  

While in the units of the study of Ghaem and 

Milad, there was no resident specialist and 

physiotherapist, nutritionist, medical equipment 

engineer were not present in all the units 

circadian; therefore these results are in 

consistence with the above studies and confirm 

them. Another factor which is important in 

decreasing death is inappropriate structural 

situation and shortage of medical equipment. 

Based on the achieved results by structural 

standards checklist tools in intensive care units, 

totally all the three units had structural 

standards less than 50%, in a way that intensive 

care unit of Besat, Ghaem  and Milad achieved 

respectively 48%, 45% and 41% of the 

standards score. Structural status of the units of 

the study was not appropriate and they did not 

achieve accepted score of structural standards 

which is in consistent with the results of the 

study of Jadidi et al. (2008) in the intensive care 

units of hospitals in Markazi city [30]. 

Among other factors which were effective in 

decreasing performance score of the units of the 

study was their clinical management model. In 

the units of Ghaem and Milad, open 

management model (the specialist and the 

physician who admitted the patient were 

responsible for patients’ clinical management) 

and in the Besat unit close management model 

(intensive care team and physician were 

responsible for all the responsibilities of 

intensive care of the admitted patients in 

intensive unit until the time of discharge) were 

performed. 

In the study of Maltz et al. (1998), changing 

open care model (force to perform initial orders 

of the physician who admitted the patient)  to 

close care model (intensive unit team had the 

full responsibility of the patients) cause 

decrease of death (50%) decrease of 

hospitalization time (50%) and decrease of the 

number of the days of needing ventilator (70%) 

decrease of complications (20%), decrease of 

the number of consultations (50%) and decrease 

of renal failure (70%) and as the result 

improvement of using sources [34]. 

Another aim of this study was determining 

relationship between performance of the 

intensive care units and their structural 

standards situation that based on Spearman 

statistical test, there was no significant 

relationship between structural situation of 

intensive care units of the study and their 

performance score (p=0.66) (Table 2). 

Our result is in consistent with the study of 

Jadidi et al. in intensive care units of the 

hospitals in Markazi city [30]; improvement of 

structural situation of intensive care units of the 

hospitals in Markazi did not improve their 

performance, but it is inconsistent with the 

similar studies in other countries, several 

studies which have been done about structural 

standards situation of intensive care unit 

(human force, medical equipment and physical 

environment) indicate improvement of 

intensive care units performance and decrease 

of patients’ death by increasing structural 

standards level of the units [31-34] which is 

probably due to limited samples (three 

hospitals) and the effect of another important 

confounding factors such as process standards. 

Management policy and process standards of 

every hospital are specified for that hospital and 

beside structural standards they influence 

performance of intensive care units. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Performance score of all the three units were 

weak and the mentioned units regarding 

structural standards were less than the moderate 

level. It is necessary to try to improve structural 

standards and decrease ratio of actual death to 

the expected level by the managers, physicians, 

nurses and other staff of the intensive care 

units. 
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